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BIRTHDAY OF OUR LEADER
Bikaner December 7, 2017: Some Leaders lead with force, while leaders like you, lead with inspiration.
Dr. Ram Bajaj was born on 7 December, 1943 in the village of Himatsar in the district of Bikaner, Rajasthan. He was the
Sixth son of his Father Late Seth Jaganath Bajaj and his mother Late Smt. Champa Devi Bajaj. Seth Jaganath Bajaj was a very
famous personality in Rajasthan who had spent his entire life in uplifting of the Dalits and Harijans and is still remembered
in his village for all his deeds and works done. Dr. Ram Bajaj inherited from his Father all his cultural Values and the
direction, leading to his success.

.
We, on behalf of entire RNBGU Family, wish you a very Happy Birthday. To the great Educationalist, Philanthropist,
Motivator, Writer, Researcher, Scientist, Mentor, Creative soul, a true Karma Yogi and above all a great human being, Sir
Dr. Ram Bajaj, Chairman, RNB Global University.
Your age is just a testimonial of how much you have achieved, and how many skies are yet to conquer. We wish this
exploration never ends. Happy birthday Sir!

INSPIRE 2017 (DAY 1)
Bikaner, December 21st, 2017: Three-day cultural extravaganza -an event that hosts a number of Inter College and Intra
College competitions started with great enthusiasm and vibrant energy on 21 December 2017 at RNB Global University,
Bikaner.
The Day started with vibrant and grand inaugural ceremony presided by Ex Minister, Shri Devi Singh Bhati, our honorable
chief guest along with other dignitaries. In his address he lauded the efforts of the university which provides the platform
to bring into line the vision which not only appreciate the imagination instincts and acts of brilliant and talented groups of
colleges and schools but also helps to bring out the hidden aptitude.
First day unveiled with a myriad of events and competitions adding up plethora of opportunities for the students. Students
profoundly participated in the events like Dramatix, Mystical Rhythm, RNB Idol, RNB Fiesta, Laugh o Mania, Band war,
words smith advert and many more.
Various colleges and schools participated with fervor and showcased their talent. Eminent judges from various fields
appraised these competitions. It was a day filled with creativity and proficiency.
The First day ended with incredible performance by the “SWARAAG” Band- an amazing Jugalbandi- which took the
audience to the sublimity, a music which added gaiety and soul to the celebration.
The inaugural function was a promise of great things to come following two days of energy action and verve

QUOTES
“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try
just one more time.”
-Thomas A. Edison

“Successful and unsuccessful people do not vary greatly in their abilities. They vary in
their desires to reach their potential.”
– John Maxwell

INSPIRE (DAY2)
Bikaner, December 22nd, 2017 When it comes to living in the moment none can elucidate it better than RNBians. The second
day of grand Fiesta was a blend of Music, Literature, Science, Technology and varied cultural events escorted by the creativity
for the students. A Second day of the inspire fest unveiled with copious intercollegiate competitions a like RNB Web-Wizard
(Web Designing), Cash the Trash, Cooking Competition, Sand Art & Clay, Extempore and many more.

To give the recognition to aptitude and acumen of brimming students exciting prizes were given during Prize Distribution
Ceremony by honorable Chief Guest.
Evening was incredible as RNBians encountered real magic when Mr. Sanjay Dhaka, Finalist of India’s Got Talent, used
dance as a communication between body and soul of the audience. This talented performer stole the heart of the audience
with his thrilling dance moves and made them dance along with him. The Open-Air Theater was resounding with musical
notes and hooting for Sanjay Dhaka. This festive atmosphere drew throngs of families and friends as they enjoyed a lot in the
fest It was a day of new ideas, lively ambience, the hues of this merriment transported the participates and audience to the
ethereal level.

BIRTHDAY MONTH OF FAMOUS CELEBRITIES

BIRTHDAY MONTH OF LEGENDS

SALMAN KHAN

DHIRUBHAI AMBANI

RAJNIKANT

ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE

GOVINDA

RATAN TATA

INSPIRE (DAY3)
Bikaner, December 25th

Bikaner, December 23rd:- The grand cultural Fiesta at RNB Global University, lead to the
closing day on 23rd December 2017 with many more events specially "Mr. & Ms. INSPIRE",
which happened with a great enthusiasm and Bollywood glamour. The program had three
rounds including catwalk, Talent hunt and question answer round. Students participated
with their core strength and competitiveness. Ms. Ajoshweta Periwal of MBA - Final Year and
Mr. Mudit Khajanchi of BBA -Final Year were crowned as Ms. and Mr. Inspire-2017. Mr. Anil
Gupta, District Collector of Bikaner, was the chief guest of the closing ceremony in which he
applauded the efforts of the University towards holistic development of the students with
such events.
This festive atmosphere drew attention of everyone as they enjoyed a lot in the fest. The day
ended with the melodious extravaganza of Mr. Sajan Patel and with the wait, to be part of
inspire once again next year.
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